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The reason of formation of spots on gas planets and the suchkovykh of rings at trees is a result of the directed movement of power streams concerning an object.

WITHOUT KNOT, BUT WITH THE HITCH

"Without knot and a hitch", – say in the people about something faultless. With a hitch there was the granddaughter Mashenka's question: “The grandfather, and why hemp grow on trees?”. Here hint. The big Red Spot on the planet Jupiter is result of a storm of anti-cyclonic type. Already several centuries since he is observed, it keeps the form. It is so huge that it can be observed even from terrestrial telescopes. The red spot is quite mysterious subject, a subject of future scientific research. Scientists hope that they will be able to understand better our huge neighbor in the galaxy, the planet Jupiter and the Big Red Spot on him – one of the greatest riddles of our Solar system.

Fig. 1. A mysterious Red Spot on Jupiter

After creation of a hypothesis "as a stub" there was quite naturally and logically a hypothesis in which one more answer to the greatest riddle of Solar system perhaps sounds.

Fig. 2. A mysterious Red Spot on a tree surface

Hypothesis: the reason of formation of spots on gas planets and the suchkovykh of rings at trees same is a result of the directed movement of power streams concerning an object.
The fact that mysterious spots on gas planets are rigidly connected with solid substance of planets is the most important consequence of this hypothesis.
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